AMERICAN V-TWIN

SEMI-SYNTETHIC MOTORCYCLE ENGINE OIL 25W-50

TYPICALS

DESCRIPTION
A custom formulated semi-synthetic 4-Stroke V-Twin motorcycle engine

Density at 15 °C, kg/l

0,849

Viscosity 40 °C, mm²/s

218,00

mineral oils. Offers excellent protection at high loads and high temperatures

Viscosity 100 °C, mm²/s

19,80

which are typical in V-Twin engines.

Viscosity Index

104

APPLICATION:

Flashpoint, COC, °C

258

Pour Point, °C

-24

Total Base Number, mg KOH/g

5,9

oil. Engineered to meet the specific demands of large displacement V-Twin
engines. It combines the benefits of synthetic oils with the lower cost of

Ideal for use in all V-Twin engines where an economical priced product
is desired and superior protection at all climates. This product offers very
good engine protection by using VROOAM’s unique Performance Additive
Technology, which results in reducing bearing and valve train wear and keeps
pistons and rings from scuffing. The engine will run much quieter and will have
lower oil consumption through its unique and stabile multi-grade viscosity of
SAE 25W-50.

PERFORMANCE:
Viscosity: SAE 25 W- 50.
Performance level: API SG; JASO MA.

PSYCHICAL PRODUCT CHARACTERISTICS ON REQUEST
With continual research and development, VROOAM ® LUBRICANTS, retain the right to modify the information of our products in order to offer our customers the latest technical development. The data mentioned in this
product information sheet are meant to enable the reader to orient himself about the properties and possible applications of our products. Although this overview is composed with all possible carefulness on the
stated date, the composer does not accept any liability for damages caused by incompleteness and/or inaccuracies in this information,
especially when these are caused by obvious typing errors.
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